Subject: Information Notice according to paragraph n. 13 of UE General Data Protection Regulation n. 2016/679

According to UE General Data Protection Regulation n. 2016/679 (hereby “GDPR 2016/679”), which brings provisions to protect people and other subjects during personal data processing, we wish to inform you that personal data disclose by you will be interested in our processing in respect of the above mentioned UE regulation and of the privacy engagements provided for the Data Controller.

Data Controller
The Data Controller is National Molding Italia S.r.l., with registered office in Cambiano (TO), via San Rocco n. 5, company incorporated in accordance with Italian law, fiscal code n. 07945330012 (hereby “NMI”), represented by Managing Director Mr. Clemente Curta.
The Data Controller has defined authorisation ambits for data processing by own employees, so specific categories of data are known by specific persons tasked with processing.
Characteristics of our data processing does not require to elect a Data Protection Officer according to paragraph n. 37 of GDPR 216/679.

Aim of Data Processing
Data processing is directed to enter into a contract with you or for his performance, included accounting and fiscal fulfilments; for this scope Data Processing is necessary because without it the contractual relationship cannot establish o could not go on.
For any other aim will be asked your specific consent.

Ways of Data Processing and conservation
Data processing will be developed both in automatic way and in manual way, in respect of Paragraph 32 del GDPR 2016/679 about security measures, by specifically authorized data person tasked with processing according the provisions of paragraph n. 29 GDPR 2016/679.

We point out, in respect of principles of lawfulness, aim limitation and data minimization according paragraph n. 5 GDPR 2016/679, your personal data shall keep for the necessary period to reach the aim they are collected and processed for.
It is not necessary to get your consent to data processing for the purposes above indicated, also for all data processing in any way related to or necessary to fulfil an obligation provided by law, or regulation or UE rules or to execute obligations depending
on the contract where you are party or to execute, before to enter into the contract, to your specific requests.

**Ambit of data communication and spread**
We inform moreover that collected data will not spread in any case and will not object of communication without your explicit consent, unless necessary communications to transfer data to public authority, consultant or other subjects to fulfil law obligations.
Collected data are not subjected to an entirely automatic decisional process, included profiling of data subjects.

**Personal data transfer**
Your data will not transfer neither to UE States nor to Third Countries not included in European Union, unless the transmissions in anonymous and aggregate of economic data in relation to the internal obligations of our company group.

**Particular categories of personal data.**
According to paragraph n. 9 e 10 of GDPR n. 2016/679, you could disclose to Data Controller data that can reveal “racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the processing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural person, data concerning health or data concerning a natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation”. These sensitive data categories can be processed only after your free and explicit consent.

**Subject’ Rights.**
In every moment, you may exercise according to paragraph from 15 to 22 of GDPR n. 2016/679, the rights to:

a) ask the confirmation your data are yet existing or not;
b) get information about the aim of processing, the categories of personal data processed, the recipients or categories of recipients they are or will be communicated to and, when it is possible, the period of conservation;
c) get rectification or erasure of data;
d) get the limitation of data processing;
e) get data portability, or receive them by data controller in a structured format, commonly used and readable by an automatic device and transfer it to another data controller without obstacles;
f) opposite to processing in any moment also in case of aim of direct marketing;
g) opposite to a decisional automatic process related to a natural person, included profiling.

h) ask to Data Controller to access to personal data or their rectification or erasure or limitation of processing which are concerning yourself, or to opposite to their processing, moreover to the right to portability;

i) revoke the consent in every moment without prejudice for lawfulnes of processing based on the consent given before the revoke;

j) to claim to Data Protection Authority.

You may exercise Your rights with written request sent to National Molding Italia S.r.l., to the registered office of the Data Controller or to the e-mail address privacy@nationalmolding.it

Cambiano, the 25th of May 2018